
 

 

Benefits for Buffett-Grade Account 

 Min. Deposit $20,000 

Min. trade size 0.5 lot 

Max. orders (opening a position or pending an order) 100 pieces 

Leverage   Up to 1:500 

Commission $10-12/lot 

Min. floating spread (forex) 0 

Interest Return of Net Account Deposit     Available 

Welcome Gift A Britannia Silver Coin 

Investment Guide Available 

Individual Client Manager Available 

Birthday Gift Birthday gift worth $200 

 

 

 

Notes: 

1. This Plan only applies to the real accounts opened on the CF CFD platform; 

2. The validity of the membership is one year after it comes into effect. Upon the expiry, CF 

Group will assess whether the client meets the renewal conditions; 

3. Delivery of welcome gift: Once the account upgrading of a client is approved, the client 

manager will call to confirm the address of the client, and deliver the gift within 10 working days. 

In case of any failure due to logistics problem, the gift will be redelivered upon the confirmation 

with the client; 

4. Birthday gift: Only those clients who have become our “Buffett-Grade” accounts member for at 

least three months and met the requirement on the specified number of traded lots (Platinum: 8 

lots; Buffett-Grade: 50 lots ) can get the birthday present. Please contact you client managers for 

details; 

5. 5% monthly interest rate for net deposit: The monthly interest for the net despite of a client will 

be settled on the fifth working day of the following month. If the net despite of the client is 

positive, and then the interest of such positive part will be calculated at an annual rate of 5% and 



 

 

returned to the client’s trading account; 

6. Ultra-low overnight interest: The overnight interest charged for Buffett-Grade account will be 

the lowest among all accounts. Please refer to the charges and prices stated in the CFD for 

different overnight interests imposed on different products; 

7. Buffett-Grade investment: The spreads for different products are different, and will fluctuate 

with the market conditions. Please refer the prices, charges and rules stated in the CF CFD; 

8. No employee or their family member(s) shall enjoy these benefits; 

9. CF Group reserves the right of final decision on all these benefits. 

 

  


